CORRESPONDENTS ARE NOT HOPEFUL
Newspaper Men at Pretoria in Despairing Mood.

RUMOR OF GREAT DOER COUP
General French and His Men Said to Have
Executive pleasure Tax
Limited Association Vague
from Paris.

LONDON, April 14—British newspaper
men and magazine editors are attempting
at the moment to see hope against hope when
the despondent mood of the South African campa
gners has given room to more optimistic
views. The last letter from London says the
press is beginning to appeal for the French
and German papers and to see the light of
peace.

The last week has been marked by a new
raising of hopes for a French victory in the
Belgium and the Entente countries. The
European press has been filled with reports of
success, but the British press has been slow
in joining in the celebration. The British press
has been content to report the news as it
comes, and the British public has been
inclined to be skeptical of the claims of the
British press.

LONDON, April 14—The British press
has been filled with reports of the victory of
the British army in the recent battles.

The British press has been slow in joining in
the celebration, and the British public has
been inclined to be skeptical of the claims of
the British press.
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CHINA THANKS JAPAN FOR AID
And Asks for Her Support in Any
Future Contingencies.

WANTS AMERICAN POLICE
Liu Chong-Ann Thai Tejio Is in
Doubt City, En route to
Washington, D.C.

LONDON, April 14—The Chinese
ministerial delegate, Liu Chong-Ann, was
in doubt yesterday as to whether he would
be able to leave for Washington, D.C., in time
for the Chinese cabinet meeting. The
Chinese government is in doubt as to whether
the delegate will be able to leave for the
Chinese capital in time for the cabinet meeting.
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